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Semiclassical scattering phenomena appearing in the far-zone scattered intensity of a point source of electro-
magnetic radiation inside a spherical particle are examined in the context of both ray theory and wave theory,
and the evolution of the phenomena is studied as a function of source position. A number of semiclassical
effects that do not occur for plane-wave scattering by the sphere appear prominently for scattering by an in-
terior source. These include a series of scattering resonances and a new family of rainbows in regions of oth-
erwise total internal reflection. Diffractive effects accompanying the semiclassical phenomena are also exam-
ined. © 2001 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 290.0290, 290.4020, 290.5850, 260.2510.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although Mie theory provides the exact solution to the
electromagnetic boundary-value problem of a plane wave
scattered by a spherical particle, the solution takes the
form of an infinite series of partial-wave contributions1–3
that converges very slowly in the semiclassical limit,
where the particle radius is much larger than the wave-
length of the incident light. As a result, identification
of the portion of the Mie partial-wave sum responsible for
the various phenomena of semiclassical scattering such
as rainbows and glories is not straightforward and re-
quires the Debye series expansion of the partial wave
scattering amplitudes,4,5 the stationary phase argu-
ments,6 and the complex angular momentum
formalism.7–9
The exact solution to the related electromagnetic
boundary-value problem of scattering by an arbitrarily
positioned, arbitrarily oriented electric dipole source in-
side a spherical particle has also been derived.10–16 This
situation describes, for example, a liquid droplet contain-
ing molecules that fluoresce. Although scattering in the
short-wavelength limit by a sphere containing an interior
source has been computed by using both wave theory17
and ray theory,18–22 a detailed physical interpretation of
the angular dependence of the scattered intensity has not
been given. Thus, to provide insight into the scattering
process, this paper catalogs the semiclassical phenomena
appearing in the scattered intensity of an interior source
by using both ray theory and wave theory methods.
We find that all the semiclassical phenomena occurring
in Mie scattering of a plane wave by a spherical particle,
e.g., rainbows, glories, axial focusing,23 and rainbow-
enhanced glories,24 also occur for scattering by an interior
point source. But a number of additional phenomena not
found in Mie scattering occur as well. In particular, the
scattered intensity in ray theory vanishes in a number of
angular regions as a result of total internal reflection.
Two rainbows, rather than only one, occur for each ray
family making a given number of reflections inside the
sphere before exiting. The additional rainbow for each
ray family, including the zero-order rainbow for transmit-
ted rays,25,26 occurs within the family’s total internal re-
flection region. Thus we call these total internal reflec-
tion rainbows. Also, as the source moves inward toward
the center of the sphere, each total internal reflection
rainbow evolves into a scattering resonance.
The body of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we examine total internal reflection regions, axial
focusing, rainbows, glories, resonances, and total internal
reflection rainbows for scattering by an interior isotropic
point source in the context of ray theory. We also con-
sider the specific example of a point source in a water
droplet to illustrate the variety of different ways in which
semiclassical phenomena manifest themselves in the
scattered intensity. In Section 3, we examine scattering
of an interior electric dipole source in wave theory and de-
rive the Debye series expansion of the partial wave scat-
tering amplitudes. We again consider the specific ex-
ample of an electric dipole source in a water droplet for
two situations where scattering by the dipole source is
quantitatively described by isotropic source scattering in
ray theory. Last, in Section 4, we inquire whether any of
the semiclassical phenomena remain visible in the scat-
tered intensity when a liquid droplet containing a weak
uniform concentration of fluorescing molecules is illumi-
nated by a plane wave.
2. RAY SCATTERING OF AN ISOTROPIC
INTERIOR POINT SOURCE
A. Geometry and Ray Families
Consider a monochromatic isotropic point source of power
P and free-space wavelength l located inside a sphere of
radius a and refractive index N . 1 in the short-
wavelength limit, where a @ l. We employ the coordi-
nate system in which the source is located at z0 on the
positive z axis. Since the source is assumed to be isotro-
pic, the scattered intensity depends only on the spherical
coordinate system scattering angle u and is independent
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of the angle f in the xy plane. Let a be the angle that a
ray emitted by the source makes with the positive z axis,
with 0 < a < p, as is shown in Fig. 1. The angle of in-
cidence of the ray at the sphere surface, u i , and the re-
fracted angle of the exiting ray, u t , are related to a by
sin~u i! 5 q sin~a!, (1)
sin~u t! 5 N sin~u i!, (2)
with
q [ z0 /a (3)
and 0 < q , 1. The Fresnel coefficients for transmission
and reflection of the ray at the sphere surface, T(u i) and
R(u i), are taken to be
T~u i! 5 4N cos~u i!cos~u t!/@N cos~u i! 1 cos~u t!#
2,
R~u i! 5 @N cos~u i! 2 cos~u t!#
2/@N cos~u i! 1 cos~u t!#
2.
(4)
Equations (4) are appropriate for scalar waves and the
transverse electric polarization of electromagnetic waves.
Consider a ray path containing p-1 internal reflections
before exiting the sphere, with p > 1. The deflection
angle Q of the scattered ray with respect to the positive z
axis is
Q 5 ~ p 2 1 !p 1 a 2 ~2p 2 1 !u i 1 u t . (5)
The scattering angle u of the ray is constrained to the in-
terval 0 < u < p and is related to Q by
u 5 H Q 2 2Mp if 2Mp < Q < ~2M 1 1 !p,~2M 1 2 !p 2 Q if ~2M 1 1 !p
, Q , ~2M 1 2 !p
,
(6)
where M is a positive integer. Whereas trajectories of
light rays are parameterized most simply by the deflec-
tion angle, the scattered intensity is computed in wave
theory in terms of the scattering angle.
The scattered intensity of the p family of rays a dis-
tance r from the center of the sphere in the scattering far
zone is found from flux conservation to be
I~u! 5 P sin~a!@R~u i!#
p21T~u i!/@4pr
2 sin~u!udQ/dau#,
(7)
where
dQ/da 5 12~2p 2 1 !q cos~a!/cos~u i!
1 Nq cos~a!/cos~u t!. (8)
The angular structure of Eqs. (7) and (8) is dominated by
six semiclassical scattering phenomena. These are re-
gions of total internal reflection (TIR), where the scat-
tered intensity in ray theory vanishes; rainbows (R), glo-
ries (G), and axial focusing (AF), where the intensity
scattered in a particular direction in ray theory diverges;
scattering resonances (RES), where the scattered inten-
sity in a narrow angular interval is large but finite; and
total internal reflection rainbows (TIRR), where the scat-
tered intensity diverges in a total internal reflection re-
gion. We examine the behavior of each of these phenom-
ena as a function of the source position q for fixed N in
Subsections 2.B–2.E.
B. Regions of Total Internal Reflection
If an interior point source is sufficiently close to the
sphere surface, some of the rays emanating from it are in-
cident on the surface past the critical angle for total in-
ternal reflection and do not exit the sphere. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 2 for the p 5 1 ray family. From Eqs. (1)
and (2), the critical angle corresponds to Nq sin(a) 5 1.
Thus total internal reflection does not occur when the
source is near the center of the sphere, i.e., q , qc , where
qc [ 1/N. (9)
For the source position q 5 qc , total internal reflection
occurs only for the a 5 p/2 member of the p ray family,
corresponding to the deflection angle
QTIR
0 [ pp 2 ~2p 2 1 !sin21~1/N !. (10)
For q . qc , it occurs for the rays
aTIR
2 < a < aTIR
1 , (11)
with
aTIR
2 5 sin21~1/Nq !, aTIR
1 5 p 2 sin21~1/Nq !,
(12)
corresponding to the deflection angle interval
QTIR
2 < Q < QTIR
1 , (13)
with
QTIR
6 5 QTIR
0 6 @p/2 2 sin21~1/Nq !#. (14)
In the vicinity of the critical source position, q 5 qc 1 e
with e ! 1, Eq. (14) reduces to
QTIR
6 5 QTIR
0 6 ~2Ne!1/2 1 O~e!. (15)
These regions differ from the total internal reflection of
the interior fields of morphology-dependent resonances
(MDRs) in a number of ways. First, for an interior
source these regions are bounded by the deflection angles
QTIR
6 , while for MDRs total internal reflection occurs over
the entire sphere surface. Also, the ray components of
the incident plane wave that excite MDR rays inside the
sphere have impact parameters that classically miss
striking the sphere and, as a result, couple to the interior
by means of tunneling.
Fig. 1. p 5 1 ray trajectory. The source is located at z0 on the
z axis of the sphere. The ray makes an angle a with the z axis,
and the angles of incidence and transmission at the sphere sur-
face are u i and u t .
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C. Axial Focusing, Rainbows, and Glories
If a plane wave were traveling in the positive z direction
and incident on the sphere, the p family of rays transmit-
ted into the sphere would form a spherical aberration
caustic with the paraxial focusing position27
z 5 ~21 !pa/~2p 2 1 2 N !. (16)
According to the reciprocity principle,15 if a point source
inside the sphere is located at
qAF [ 1/~2p 2 1 2 N !, (17)
axial focusing of the a ! 1 paraxial rays occurs in the
positive z direction for odd p and in the negative z direc-
tion for even p when p . (N/2) 1 1. If p , N/2, focus-
ing of the (p 2 a) ! 1 paraxial rays occurs in the oppo-
site direction, and for N/2 , p , (N/2) 1 1, axial
focusing of the p ray family does not occur.
Both a rainbow and a glory are formed by a , p/2
members of the p ray family when23 q . qAF . This may
be demonstrated as follows. Consider scattering of a
! 1 paraxial rays for q 5 qAF 1 e with ueu ! 1. Equa-
tion (5) then reduces to
Q 5 ~ p 2 1 !p 2 a~e/qAF! 1 ~a
3/6!$@1 2 qAF
3
3 ~2p 2 1 2 N3!# 1 ~e/qAF!@1 2 3qAF
3
3 ~2p 2 1 2 N3!#% 1 O~a5!. (18)
As the source moves outward from the center of the
sphere and q increases through qAF , the term in Eq. (18)
proportional to a changes sign from positive to negative
while the term proportional to a3 remains positive. Thus
Q(a) changes from being an increasing function of a to a
function that first decreases, reaches a relative minimum
at
aR [ ~2e/qAF!
1/2@1 2 qAF
3 ~2p 2 1 2 N3!#21/2, (19)
corresponding to the rainbow deflection angle
QR 5 ~ p 2 1 !p 2 ~2e/3qAF!aR , (20)
and then increases back through ( p 2 1)p at
aG 5 3
1/2aR (21)
to produce glory scattering. As q → 1, the deflection
angle of the p rainbow decreases to
QR 5 ~ p 2 1 !p 2 2~ p 2 1 !a 1 sin
21@N sin~a!#,
(22)
with
cos~a! 5 @2~ p 2 1 !/N#~N2 2 1 !1/2@4~ p 2 1 !2 2 1#21/2.
(23)
D. Scattering Resonances
In ray theory, the far-zone scattered intensity diverges at
glories and rainbows as a result of the vanishing of either
sin(u) with a Þ 0 or dQ/da, respectively, in the denomi-
nator of Eq. (7). For the type of resonances encountered
in interior source scattering, the intensity becomes large
but finite over a small range of u because of dQ/da becom-
ing small but nonzero there. Physically, this is a focusing
effect and corresponds to a scattering angle interval
where the rays exiting the sphere deviate from each other
only slightly. The resonance of the p 5 1 ray family for
N 5 4/3, qc 5 0.75, and q 5 0.748 is shown in Fig. 3.
A resonance of this type occurs for each p ray family
when q 5 qc 2 e with e ! 1. The quantity dQ/da
reaches a minimum value of
~dQ/da!min 5 3@Ne/~N
2 2 1 !#1/3@~2p 2 1 !/2#2/3
(24)
at the deflection angle
QRES 5 QTIR
0 2 ~2p 2 1 !Ne/@4~N2 2 1 !1/2# 1 O~e4/3!.
(25)
As e → 0, the potential divergence in I(uRES) is removed
because the transmission angle of the resonant ray is
u t 5 p/2 2 @2Ne/~2p 2 1 !#
1/3~N2 2 1 !1/6, (26)
which causes the Fresnel transmission coefficient of Eqs.
(4) to approach zero at a faster rate.
These interior source resonances differ from MDRs in
three fundamental ways. First, they correspond to a
given number of internal reflections, whereas MDRs are a
collective effect produced by all numbers of internal re-
flections considered together. Also, they occur over a
small scattering angle interval, whereas MDRs occur at
all angles. Last, the resonance mechanism is different.
These resonances occur because the rays leaving the
sphere in a small angular interval are nearly parallel and
produce partial focusing, whereas MDRs occur when a to-
tally internally reflecting ray advances in phase by an in-
teger number of cycles on successive orbits beneath the
sphere surface.
E. Total Internal Reflection Rainbows
A second rainbow is produced by a . p/2 members of the
p ray family when q . qc and occurs in the total internal
reflection interval of relation (13) and Eq. (14). As a in-
creases toward aTIR
2 for q . qc , the deflection angle Q in-
creases toward QTIR
2 , approaching it with infinite slope.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 for p 5 1, N 5 4/3, and q
5 0.90. As a then increases from aTIR
1 to p, the deflec-
tion angle decreases from QTIR
1 , initially with infinite
slope, into the total internal reflection region of relation
(13) and Eq. (14), has a relative minimum at the total in-
ternal reflection rainbow angle QTIRR , and then increases
Fig. 2. p 5 1 family of scattered rays. p 5 1 rays do not exit
the sphere between QTIR
2 and QTIR
1 .
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back out of the total internal reflection region. For q
5 qc 1 e with e ! 1, the total internal reflection rain-
bow angle is found to be
QTIRR 5 QTIR
0 1 ~3/2!~Ne!2/3~2p 2 1 !1/3
3 ~N2 2 1 !21/6 1 O~e!, (27)
and as q → 1, it increases to
QTIRR 5 pp 2 2pb 1 sin
21@N sin~b!#, (28)
with
a 5 p 2 b, (29)
cos~b! 5 ~2p/N !~N2 2 1 !1/2~4p2 2 1 !21/2. (30)
In the q → 1 limit, Eqs. (22), (23), (28), and (30) illustrate
that the deflection angle of the p 1 1 rainbow and the p
total internal reflection rainbow coincide.
F. Ray Scattering of an Isotropic Point Source in a
Water Droplet
To gain a better understanding of the rich variety of scat-
tering phenomena that occur for different p families of
rays for an interior source, we consider the specific ex-
ample of a spherical water droplet with N 5 4/3. We find
that for each larger value of p, the scattered intensity ex-
hibits new features not encountered for previous p. But
at the same time, the scattered intensity of the p ray fam-
ily also becomes increasingly weak for larger p as a result
of the increasing number of Fresnel reflection coefficients
in Eq. (7). Thus we consider the specific details of Q(a)
for only 1 < p < 4. For use in Section 3, the scattering
angle associated with each deflection angle calculated in
this subsection is given in parentheses.
The behavior of Q(a) for p 5 1, 2, 3, and 4 and q . qc
is qualitatively illustrated in Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7, respec-
tively. From Eqs. (9) and (14), the critical source position
is qc 5 0.75, and the width of the total internal reflection
region is identical for all p ray families. Axial focusing of
p 5 1 rays and the associated rainbow and glory do not
occur for N 5 4/3. When the source is located at q
5 qc 5 0.75, total internal reflection of the p 5 1 rays
commences at the deflection angle QTIR
0 5 131.41°. As
the source moves along the z axis from qc toward the
sphere surface, the total internal reflection region ini-
Fig. 3. (a) Scattering angle u as a function of a of the p 5 1 ray
family for N 5 4/3 and q 5 0.748 and (b) p 5 1 ray scattering
intensity exhibiting the scattering resonance at u ’ 132°.
Fig. 4. Deflection angle of the p 5 1 ray family as a function of
a for N 5 4/3 and q 5 0.90. The total internal reflection region
extends from QTIR
2 to QTIR
1 , and the total internal reflection rain-
bow is indicated by TIRR.
Fig. 5. Deflection angle Q of the p 5 2 ray family as a function
of a for N 5 4/3 and q 5 0.95. The rainbow is indicated by R,
and the total internal reflection rainbow is indicated by TIRR. A
ray theory glory occurs at Q 5 180° for q < 0.91.
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tially widens very rapidly, as was found in Eq. (15), and
then widens at a slower rate as q → 1. For example,
when q 5 0.80, the total internal reflection region has
grown to 111.05° < Q < 151.77°, and for q 5 0.99 the
region is 90.66° < Q < 172.16°. As q increases from
0.75 to 0.99, the total internal reflection rainbow angle in-
creases from QTIRR 5 131.41° to 158.49°.
Axial focusing of p 5 2 rays occurs at QAF 5 180° for
q 5 qAF 5 0.60, and as was shown in Eqs. (18)–(21), a
rainbow plus a Q 5 180° glory occurs for q . 0.60. As q
increases from 0.60 to 0.99, the rainbow angle decreases
from QR 5 180° to 159.47°. For q 5 qc 5 0.75, total in-
ternal reflection commences at QTIR
0 5 214.23° (u
5 145.77°). The total internal reflection region grows
to 173.48° < Q < 254.98° (105.02° < u < 180.00°)
for q 5 0.99, folding over upon itself from 173.48° to
180.00°. As is illustrated in Fig. 5 for q 5 0.95, the total
internal reflection interval for q > 0.91 includes the de-
flection angle 180°, and so glory scattering at Q 5 180°
ceases to occur for q > 0.91 in the context of ray theory.
As q increases from 0.75 to 0.99, the total internal reflec-
tion rainbow angle increases from QTIRR 5 214.23°
(145.77°) to 248.57° (111.43°).
Axial focusing of p 5 3 rays occurs at QAF 5 360° for
q 5 qAF 5 0.27, and as q increases from 0.27 to 0.99, the
rainbow angle decreases from QR 5 360° (0°) to 249.82°
(110.18°). For q . qAF , the rainbow is accompanied by a
glory at Q 5 360° (0°). Total internal reflection com-
mences at QTIR
0 5 297.05° (62.95°) for q 5 qc 5 0.75, and
the total internal reflection region grows to 256.30°
< Q < 337.80° (22.20° < u < 103.70°) for q 5 0.99.
As q increases from 0.75 to 0.99, the total internal reflec-
tion rainbow angle increases from QTIRR 5 297.05°
(62.95°) to 333.57° (26.43°). In Fig. 6 for q 5 0.85, the
deflection angle of the a , p/2 rays decreases through
the total internal reflection region before reaching a mini-
mum at the rainbow angle QR . As a result, the p 5 3
intensity in the total internal reflection interval contains
interference of a , p/2 rays with a . p/2 rays.
For p 5 4, axial focusing occurs at QAF 5 540° (180°)
for q 5 qAF 5 0.18, and as q increases from q 5 qAF
5 0.18 to 0.77, the rainbow deflection angle decreases
from QR 5 540° (180°) to 360° (0°). For q 5 0.77, the
rainbow minimum at 360° produces the rainbow-
enhanced glory24 indicated in Fig. 7. For 0.77 , q
, 0.99, the rainbow angle further decreases from QR
5 360° (0°) to 334.85° (25.15°) and is accompanied by two
different Q 5 360° glory rays24 for 0.77 , q , 0.80.
For q 5 qc 5 0.75, total internal reflection commences at
QTIR
0 5 379.87° (19.87°). The total internal reflection re-
gion grows to 339.12° < Q < 420.62° (0.00° < Q
< 60.62°) for q 5 0.99, folding over upon itself from
0.00° to 20.88°. For q > 0.80, the angle Q 5 360° is in-
cluded in the total internal reflection region, and one of
the two glory rays that accompanied the rainbow no
longer occurs in the context of ray theory. As q increases
from 0.75 to 0.99, the total internal reflection rainbow
angle increases from QTIRR 5 379.87° (19.87°) to 417.46°
(57.46°). Last, the values of QR for the p 1 1 rainbow
and QTIRR for the p total internal reflection rainbow for
q 5 0.99 are nearly equal and approach the q → 1 pre-
diction of Q 5 158.99°, 249.19°, 334.21°, and 418.10° for
p 5 1, 2, 3, 4 from opposite directions.
3. WAVE SCATTERING OF AN INTERIOR
ELECTRIC DIPOLE SOURCE
A. Scattered Fields, Debye Series Expansion, and
Orientation-Averaged Intensity
Comparison of the ray theory predictions of Section 2 with
the features of the exact wave-scattered intensity is not
especially straightforward and must be pursued in a
number of stages. First, if an oscillating electric dipole
source of unit strength is located at z0 on the positive z
axis and the dipole vector points in the x direction, the
far-zone scattered electric field simplifies from the results
of Refs. 10–16 to
Fig. 7. Deflection angle Q of the p 5 4 ray family as a function
of a for N 5 4/3 and q 5 0.77, producing a rainbow-enhanced
glory at QR 5 360°. The rainbow is indicated by R, and the to-
tal internal reflection rainbow is indicated by TIRR. For q
, 0.77, the rainbow angle is QR . 360°. For 0.77 , q
, 0.80, QR , 360° and the rainbow is accompanied by two glory
rays. For q . 0.80, QTIR
2 , 360° and one of the glory rays
ceases to exist in ray theory.
Fig. 6. Deflection angle Q of the p 5 3 ray family as a function
of a for N 5 4/3 and q 5 0.85. The rainbow is indicated by R,
and the total internal reflection rainbow is indicated by TIRR.
Both a ! 1 paraxial rays and the a . 90° rays contributing to
the total internal reflection rainbow extend into the total inter-
nal reflection region.
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Escatt~r, u, f ! 5 i@exp~ikr !/~kr !#
3 @T1~u!cos~f !uu 2 T2~u!sin~f !uf#
(31)
where
T1~u! 5 (
n51
‘
~2i !n$cn@ jn11~Nkz0!/
~n 1 1 ! 2 jn21~Nkz0!/n#tn,1~u! 1 idn
3 @~2n 1 1 !/n~n 1 1 !# jn~Nkz0!pn,1~u!%,
(32)
T2~u! 5 (
n51
‘
~2i !n$cn@ jn11~Nkz0!/
~n 1 1 ! 2 jn21~Nkz0!/n#pn,1~u! 1 idn
3 @~2n 1 1 !/n~n 1 1 !# jn~Nkz0!tn,1~u!%.
The free-space wave number of the electric dipole radia-
tion is
k 5 2p/l, (33)
and the partial wave scattering amplitudes are
cn 5 @i/N~ka !
2#@hn
~1 !~ka !jn8 ~Nka !
2 Nhn
~1 !8~ka !jn~Nka ! 2 ~N
2 2 1 !
3 hn
~1 !~ka !jn~Nka !/~Nka !#
21,
(34)
dn 5 @i/N~ka !
2#@Nhn
~1 !~ka !
3 jn8 ~Nka ! 2 hn
~1 !8~ka !jn~Nka !#
21,
where jn are spherical Bessel functions, hn
(1) are spherical
Hankel functions of the first kind, the angular functions
are
pn,m~u! 5 Pn,m~u!/sin~u!, tn,m~u! 5 ~d/du!Pn,m~u!,
(35)
and Pn,m(u) are associated Legendre polynomials. If the
oscillating electric dipole vector points in the y direction,
the scattered electric field is
Escatt~r, u, f ! 5 i@exp~ikr !/~kr !#
3 @T1~u!sin~f !uu 1 T2~u!cos~f !uf#,
(36)
and if it points in the z direction, the scattered electric
field is
Escatt~r, u, f ! 5 2i@exp~ikr !/~kr !#T3~u!uu , (37)
where
T3~u! 5 (
n51
‘
~2i !n~2n 1 1 !cn@ jn~Nkz0!/~Nkz0!#tn,0~u!.
(38)
The wave scattering intensity for a given dipole orienta-
tion is
Iscatt~r, u, f ! 5 ~1/2m0c !uEscatt~r, u, f !u2, (39)
where m0 is the permeability of free space and c is the
speed of light.
If the interior electric dipole source is a fluorescing mol-
ecule in a liquid droplet, the rotational diffusion time of
the molecule is usually much shorter than the fluorescent
transition deexcitation lifetime. In this case, the scat-
tered intensity is averaged over all electric dipole orienta-
tions. When Eqs. (31), (32), and (36–38) are substituted
into Eq. (39), the average over dipole orientations can be
performed analytically,16,28 giving
Iscatt
ave ~r, u! 5 ~1/2m0c !@ uT1~u!u2 1 uT2~u!u2
1 uT3~u!u2#/~3k2r2!. (40)
Since the direction of the oscillating dipole is averaged
over all directions, the orientation-averaged intensity of
Eq. (40) in the a @ l limit is expected to bear a strong re-
semblance to the ray scattering intensity for an isotropic
source.
The ray intensity of Eqs. (7) and (8), however, describes
scattering by a single p ray family, whereas the partial
wave scattering amplitudes of Eqs. (34) include the com-
bined effects of all p families of scattered waves. The
partial wave amplitudes for scattering of a single p wave
family are obtained from cn and dn by using the Debye
series decomposition. The partial wave scattering ampli-
tudes may be written as a sum of transmitted transverse
magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) waves, Tn
TM
and Tn
TE , and waves transmitted following an arbitrary
number of TM and TE internal reflections, Rn
TM and Rn
TE ,
i.e.,
cn 5 2Tn
TM/~1 2 Rn
TM! 5 2(
p51
‘
~Rn
TM!p21Tn
TM ,
dn 5 2Tn
TE/~1 2 Rn
TE! 5 2(
p51
‘
~Rn
TE!p21Tn
TE . (41)
The partial-wave transmission and reflection amplitudes
are found to be
Tn
TM 5 @22i/N~ka !2#@hn
~1 !~ka !hn
~2 !8~Nka !
2 Nhn
~1 !8~ka !hn
~2 !~Nka ! 2 ~N2 2 1 !
3 hn
~1 !~ka !hn
~2 !~Nka !/~Nka !#21, (42)
Tn
TE 5 @22i/N~ka !2#@Nhn
~1 !~ka !hn
~2 !8~Nka !
2 hn
~1 !8~ka !hn
~2 !~Nka !#21, (43)
Rn
TM 5 2@hn
~1 !~ka !hn
~1 !8~Nka ! 2 Nhn
~1 !8~ka !hn
~1 !~Nka !
2 ~N2 2 1 !hn
~1 !~ka !hn
~1 !~Nka !/~Nka !#/
@hn
~1 !~ka !hn
~2 !8~Nka ! 2 Nhn
~1 !8~ka !hn
~2 !~Nka !
2 ~N2 2 1 !hn
~1 !~ka !hn
~2 !~Nka !/~Nka !#, (44)
Rn
TE 5 2@Nhn
~1 !~ka !hn
~1 !8~Nka !
2 hn
~1 !8~ka !hn
~1 !~Nka !#/
@Nhn
~1 !~ka !hn
~2 !8~Nka ! 2 hn
~1 !8~ka !hn
~2 !~Nka !#,
(45)
where hn
(2) are spherical Hankel functions of the second
kind. The scattered field of the p wave family is obtained
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by substituting the p term of Eqs. (41) into Eqs. (32) and
(38) in place of the full partial wave scattering amplitudes
of Eqs. (34).
Numerical computation of Eqs. (32) and (38) proceeds
as in Mie theory with one exception. The partial wave
scattering amplitudes cn and dn of Eqs. (34) are more
slowly convergent as a function of the partial wave num-
ber n than are the partial wave scattering amplitudes an
and bn of Mie theory. This is due to the Debye series de-
composition of an and bn containing the product of two
transmission amplitudes, each of which decreases as7
exp@2(2g)3/2/3# for n 5 x 1 gx1/3 and n @ x, where the
sphere size parameter is
x [ ka, (46)
whereas Eqs. (41) contain only one such term. As a re-
sult, the highest partial wave employed in the numerical
computations of Subsection 3.B is
nmax 5 1 1 x 1 20x
1/3. (47)
B. Wave Scattering of an Electric Dipole Source in a
Water Droplet
In Section 2, we considered an isotropic point source in
ray theory, whereas in wave theory, the simplest source is
an oscillating electric dipole whose radiation pattern is
nonisotropic. But in the plane perpendicular to the di-
pole direction, the emitted radiation is both isotropic and
TE polarized. Thus if the electric dipole vector points in
the x direction and the scattered intensity is examined in
the yz plane, i.e.,f 5 p/2, one would expect that the wave
scattering intensity of Eqs. (31)–(39) and (41)–(45) for a
@ l should be well approximated by the isotropic point-
source ray intensity of Eqs. (7) and (8).
To verify this claim, we compared the p 5 1 ray scat-
tering intensity for N 5 4/3 with the p 5 1 wave scatter-
ing intensity for an x-direction electric dipole source for
f 5 p/2, l 5 0.6328 mm, a 5 30.0 mm, and N 5 4/3.
The radius of the water droplet is in the semiclassical
wave scattering regime, where ray theory is expected to
be a good approximation to wave theory. The Debye se-
ries partial-wave amplitudes of Eqs. (41) were used to ob-
tain the scattered intensity for the p 5 1 wave family.
The results are shown in Figs. 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c) for the
source positions q 5 0.50, 0.748, and 0.99, respectively.
In each case, the wave intensity at u 5 0° was normal-
ized to the u 5 0° ray intensity. In Fig. 8(a) for q
5 0.50, the p 5 1 intensity is a relatively featureless,
slowly increasing function of u. The ray and wave inten-
sities are virtually identical, and the slow increase in the
intensity is due to the gradual decrease in udQ/dau.
Figure 8(b) for p 5 1 and q 5 0.748 exhibits the scat-
tering resonance. The ray and wave intensities are in
general agreement in the resonance region and are virtu-
ally identical below it. But the wave scattering intensity
possesses an oscillatory structure for 140° & u & 170°
that is characteristic of wave interference. This is not
predicted in ray theory, since Q(a) monotonically in-
creases from 0° to 180°, and there is no two-ray region of
u where interference would occur. The oscillatory struc-
ture in Fig. 8(b) is caused by the interference of the trans-
mitted ray with radiation shed by electromagnetic surface
waves produced by the incidence of the p 5 1 ray family
Fig. 8. Ray scattering intensity (dashed curves) for N 5 4/3 and
p 5 1, and the wave-scattered intensity (solid curves) as a func-
tion of u for f 5 p/2 for an electric dipole source pointing in the
x direction with l 5 0.6328 mm, a 5 30.0 mm, N 5 4/3, and
p 5 1 for (a) q 5 0.50, (b) q 5 0.748, and (c) q 5 0.99. The ray
and wave intensities are normalized to the same value at
u 5 0°.
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at the sphere surface just below the critical angle for total
internal reflection. This mechanism is illustrated in Fig.
9. Electromagnetic surface waves are produced by par-
tial waves n in the so-called edge region7,8 x 2 x1/3 & n
& x 1 x1/3. For a 5 30.0 mm and q 5 0.748, p 5 1 rays
in the interval 78.58° < a < 101.42° strike the sphere
surface within the edge region and create electromagnetic
surface waves.
Last, in Fig. 8(c) for q 5 0.99, both the total internal
reflection region and the total internal reflection rainbow
are clearly evident. Again, there is good agreement be-
tween the ray and wave intensities below the total inter-
nal reflection rainbow region, and the intensity in the su-
pernumerary region oscillates back and forth about the
ray theory intensity. Thus the scattering resonance/total
internal reflection rainbow has the following morphology
as a function of q. As q increases toward qc , the increase
in I(u) seen in Fig. 8(a) for 100 & u & 140° evolves into
the scattering resonance of Fig. 8(b). As q increases be-
yond qc , the p 5 1 scattering resonance and the oscilla-
tory structure adjacent to it evolve into the p 5 1 total in-
ternal reflection rainbow and its supernumerary
interference pattern of Fig. 8(c).
These results demonstrate that wave scattering in the
plane perpendicular to the oscillating electric dipole for
a @ l is well described by ray scattering of an isotropic
point source. The level of agreement between ray theory
and wave theory for a 5 30 mm is especially encouraging,
since for q 5 0.99 the source is only 0.3 mm from the
sphere surface, violating the semiclassical requirement
that all distances involved in the problem be much larger
than the wavelength of light.
Based on this close agreement for p 5 1, the wave-
scattered intensity was also computed for an electric di-
pole source in the x direction as a function of u for f
5 p/2, l 5 0.6328 mm, a 5 30.0 mm, N 5 4/3, and
q 5 0.99, for p 5 2, 3, 4, again by using the appropriate
Debye series partial-wave amplitudes. The results,
along with the p 5 1 intensity of Fig. 8(c) replotted on the
same scale as that for p 5 2, 3, 4, are shown in Fig. 10.
The rainbow angle uR , the total internal reflection region,
and the total internal reflection rainbow angle uTIRR cal-
culated by using ray theory in Subsection 2.F are indi-
cated in the plots.
In addition to the semiclassical scattering phenomena
examined in Section 2, Fig. 10 exhibits diffraction effects
that smooth all the transitions between lit and unlit scat-
tering regions.9 For example, for each value of p, the ra-
diation shed by electromagnetic surface waves extends
the a , p/2 rainbow’s supernumerary interference pat-
tern beyond the deflection angle limit imposed by ray
theory. This effect also occurs for Mie scattering of a
plane wave by a spherical particle.29 In Mie scattering,
the impact parameter of the p rainbow ray component of
the incident plane wave is near grazing incidence, and the
rainbow ray exits the sphere at a relative minimum QR of
the deflection angle. The rainbow’s supernumerary in-
terference pattern occurs for Q . QR and is produced by
the interference of rays incident on the sphere to either
side of the rainbow ray. The interference is limited in ray
theory to the interval QR < Q < Qc , where Qc is the de-
flection angle of the grazing incident ray. But radiation
shed by electromagnetic surface waves extends into the
Q . Qc region and continues the supernumerary inter-
ference pattern to these larger deflection angles. The su-
pernumerary pattern gradually damps out for Q . Qc ,
since the amplitude of the surface wave radiation dies off
exponentially as a function of Q 2 Qc .
Similarly, for scattering by an interior source, the p
rainbow of Subsection 2.C occurs for QR , QTIR
2 (see Figs.
5–7). The complex ray30 contribution to the rainbow ex-
tends away from the total internal reflection region and
dies off faster than exponentially as a function of QR
2 Q. According to ray theory, the supernumerary pat-
tern should occur only for QR < Q < QTIR
2 . But radia-
tion shed by electromagnetic surface waves begins at QTIR
2
and extends into the total internal reflection region, dying
off exponentially as a function of Q 2 QTIR
2 . Again, it
continues the supernumerary pattern into the Q . QTIR
2
region. This is evident in Fig. 10(c) for p 5 3 but is ob-
scured in Figs. 10(b) and 10(d) for p 5 2 and 4, respec-
tively, because of the folding over of the total internal re-
flection region. The total internal reflection rainbow
occurs for QTIRR , QTIR
1 (see Figs. 4–7), and its complex
ray contribution extends into the total internal reflection
region. Again, according to ray theory, the supernumer-
ary pattern should occur only for QTIRR < Q < QTIR
1 .
But radiation shed by electromagnetic surface waves be-
gins at QTIR
1 , extends away from the total internal reflec-
tion region, and continues the supernumerary pattern to
Q . QTIR
1 . This is evident in Figs. 10(a), 10(b), and 10(d)
for 1, 2, and 4, respectively. In Fig. 10(c) for p 5 3, the
supernumeraries are obscured by the u 5 0° glory.
In Fig. 10(a) for p 5 1, the lower limit of the total in-
ternal reflection region at QTIR
2 is smoothed by radiation
shed by electromagnetic surface waves, and the upper
limit at QTIR
1 is smoothed by the complex ray of the total
internal reflection rainbow, which dominates over the ra-
diation shed by the Q . QTIR
1 surface waves beginning on
the other side of the sphere at u 5 187.84°. As this Q
. QTIR
1 surface wave radiation crosses u 5 180°, it forms
a surface wave glory.
In Fig. 10(b) for p 5 2, the Q , QTIR
2 surface waves be-
ginning on the other side of the sphere at u 5 186.52°
cross over the back, continue the u 5 180° glory that was
Fig. 9. Interference of p 5 1 rays (A) with the radiation shed by
p 5 1 electromagnetic surface waves (B,C) in the vicinity of QTIR
0
for q & qc .
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extinguished in ray theory for q . 0.91, interfere with
the rainbow supernumeraries for u * 170°, interfere
with the complex ray of the rainbow at u ’ 155°, and
dominate the p 5 2 scattered intensity for 138° & u
&155°. The surface waves provide a background contri-
bution on which the p 5 2 rainbow is superimposed that
resembles the real ray background contribution to the p
5 2 rainbow for plane-wave incidence on a sphere with
refractive index n & 2 and the real ray background con-
tribution for p 5 2 rainbow scattering by a tilted
cylinder31 just below the rainbow merging transition.32
Last, the right-hand side of the total internal reflection
region in Fig. 10(b) is smoothed by the complex ray of the
rainbow rather than by the Q , QTIR
2 surface wave radia-
tion due to the folding over of the total internal reflection
region.
The total internal reflection region for p 5 3 in Fig.
10(c) is filled in by the interference of a , p/2 rays with
a . p/2 rays as predicted in Fig. 6. The featureless low-
intensity region for u > 130° is due to scattering of (p
2 a) ! 1 paraxial rays, and the enhancement at u
’ 0° is the ray scattering glory of Fig. 6. For p 5 4, the
rainbow and the total internal reflection rainbow in Fig.
10(d) appear adjacent to each other as a result of the fold-
ing over of the total internal reflection region. Ray scat-
tering glories occur at u 5 0° and 180°, and an additional
surface wave glory occurs at u 5 0°. This surface wave
glory is the continuation of the second u 5 0° glory that
was extinguished in ray theory for q . 0.80. Though not
evident in Fig. 10, repeated Goos–Hanchen shifts33,34 at
the critical angle for total internal reflection cause QTIR
2
and QTIR
1 to slowly increase above the prediction of Eq.
(14) for large p.
In Fig. 11(a), the 1 < p < 5 wave scattering intensities
of Fig. 10 are displayed together. The scattering angle of
the various p rainbows and p 1 1 total internal reflection
rainbows are seen to nearly coincide. Since the interval
120° & u & 150° lies within the total internal reflection
regions for p 5 1, 2 and the low-intensity regions of p
5 3, 4, the dominant scattering mechanism is the p
5 5 total internal reflection rainbow along with the
p 5 6 rainbow, which is not shown in the figure.
To determine the importance of interference between
the different p wave families, the total f5p/2 scattered
intensity for an x-direction electric dipole source, obtained
by using the full partial wave scattering amplitudes of
Eqs. (34), is shown in Fig. 11(b). The p 5 1, 2 total in-
ternal reflection rainbows at u ’ 160° and u ’ 110°,
Fig. 10. Wave scattering intensity as a function of u for f 5 p/2 for an electric dipole source pointing in the x direction with
l 5 0.6328 mm, a 5 30.0 mm, N 5 4/3, q 5 0.99, and (a) p 5 1, (b) p 5 2, (c) p 5 3, and (d) p 5 4.
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which coincide with the p 5 2, 3 rainbows, are clearly vis-
ible in Fig. 11(b). The p 5 4 total internal reflection
rainbow is beginning to emerge at u ’ 60° and is nar-
rowed by its interference with p 5 1 radiation. The in-
terference of the p 5 5 total internal reflection rainbow
with the p 5 6 rainbow fills in the 120° & u & 150° to-
tal internal reflection region between the p 5 1, 2 total
internal reflection rainbows. The interference of the p
5 1, 2, 3, 4 wave families is also evident for 0° & u
& 80°. The p 5 3 total internal reflection rainbow,
along with the p 5 4 rainbow, is swallowed up by the p
5 1 radiation and is not visible in the full scattered in-
tensity.
The results presented thus far have been for scattering
in the yz plane of an x-direction radiating electric dipole
inside a water droplet. To generalize these results, the
wave scattering intensity for an orientation-averaged
electric dipole source is shown in Figs. 12(a), 12(b), and
12(c) for l50.6328 mm, a 5 30.0 mm, N 5 4/3, and q
5 0.10, 0.748, and 0.99, respectively. In Fig. 12(a) for
q 5 0.10, the angle dependence of the scattered intensity
is relatively featureless except for the oscillatory struc-
ture in the range 20° & u & 160°. This is caused by in-
terference of p 5 1 and 2 rays. The Fourier transform of
this oscillatory structure within the aperture of an imag-
ing lens produces the p 5 1, 2 glare spots observed in the
Fig. 12. Wave scattering intensity averaged over all electric di-
pole orientations as a function of u for l 5 0.6328 mm, a
5 30.0 mm, N 5 4/3, and (a) q 5 0.10, (b) q 5 0.75, and (c) q
5 0.99.
Fig. 11. (a) Wave scattering intensity of Figs. 10(a), 10(b), 10(c),
and 10(d) for 1 < p < 4 along with the p 5 5 intensity, showing
the confluence of the p 1 1 rainbow with the p total internal re-
flection rainbow as q → 1. (b) Total wave scattering intensity as
a function of u for f 5 p/2 for an electric dipole source pointing
in the x direction with l 5 0.6328 mm, a 5 30.0 mm, N 5 4/3,
and q 5 0.99.
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image of the droplet in Ref. 35. As q increases, the p
5 1, 2 interference structure in I(u) becomes more
rapid, implying that the p 5 1,2 glare spots in the image
of the droplet grow farther apart. In Fig. 12(b) for q
5 0.748, the p 5 1 resonance at u ’ 130°, the p 5 2
rainbow at u ’ 175°, the p 5 2 glory at u ’ 180°, and
the p 5 5 rainbow at u ’ 95° are clearly visible, and in-
terference of the p 5 1, 2, 3 rays dominates the inten-
sity for 0° & u & 80°. In Fig. 12(c) for q 5 0.99, the
orientation-averaged-source scattered intensity is virtu-
ally identical to the intensity in the f 5 p/2 plane for an
x-direction electric dipole source in Fig. 11(b). This veri-
fies the claim above that the scattered intensity of an iso-
tropic point source is a good approximation to the
orientation-averaged scattered intensity of an electric di-
pole source.
We have thus far tacitly assumed that the sphere size
parameter does not correspond to an MDR, which occurs
in the scattering amplitudes cn and dn for each partial
wave in the interval x & n & Nx. For an interior
source, MDR scattering is in general much stronger than
Mie scattering of an incident plane wave by the sphere.
This is because the resonantly scattered intensity is pro-
portional to the square of the resonant partial-wave con-
tribution superimposed on a low-level background pro-
duced by all the other partial waves. For Mie scattering,
the partial wave scattering amplitudes at resonance are
constrained to an 5 1 and bn 5 1 by energy conserva-
tion, while ucnu and udnu for an interior source at reso-
nance can become orders of magnitude larger.
As an example, an MDR with a full width at half-
maximum DaFWHM 5 6.56 3 10
24 mm occurs in the inte-
rior source partial wave scattering amplitude d309 for
a 5 29.940913 mm, l 5 0.6328 mm, and N 5 1.333333.
The orientation-averaged-source scattered intensity for
these conditions is shown for q 5 0.70 and 0.99 in Figs.
13(a) and 13(b), respectively. A ray undergoing repeated
total internal reflections comes no closer to the center of
the sphere than q 5 1/N 5 0.75. As a result, a source at
q 5 0.70, as in Fig. 13(a), cannot access the MDR mode,
and the scattered intensity strongly resembles that for a
nonresonant sphere size parameter. But totally inter-
nally reflected rays for a source at q 5 0.99 can be
trapped in an MDR mode. As a result, the scattered in-
tensity of Fig. 13(b) exhibits a resonant oscillatory struc-
ture proportional to the angular function @t309,1(u)#
2 su-
perimposed on the nonresonant intensity of Fig. 12(c).
4. SEMICLASSICAL SCATTERING OF A
DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRIC
DIPOLE SOURCES
In Section 3, we considered scattering by a single fluoresc-
ing molecule inside a spherical droplet. We now inquire
whether any of the semiclassical phenomena observed in
that situation persist if the droplet contains a weak uni-
form concentration of fluorescing molecules and the entire
droplet volume emits electric dipole radiation. Consider
an unpolarized plane wave of wavelength ls traveling in
the positive z direction and incident on the droplet. In
quantum-mechanical perturbation theory, the probability
that the field inside the droplet at the position (rs , us ,fs)
produced by the plane wave excites a molecular transition
to the fluorescent excited state is proportional to the inte-
rior source function uEinterior(ls ; rs , us , fs)u2. The total
incoherent scattered intensity that is due to all the
orientation-averaged sources inside the droplet is then
Itotal
ave ~r, u, f ! } E dl fE d3rsuE interior~ls ; rs , us , fs!u2
3 S~l f!Iscatt
ave ~l f ; r, u8!, (48)
where S(l f) is the fluorescence intensity spectrum of the
molecules and Iscatt
ave (l f ; r, u8) is the orientation-averaged
intensity of Eq. (40) for a single source of unit strength at
the fluorescent wavelength l f on the positive z axis at zs ,
and the angle u8 is given by36
cos~u8! 5 cos~u!cos~us! 1 sin~u!sin~us!cos~f 2 fs!.
(49)
Fig. 13. Wave scattering intensity averaged over all electric di-
pole orientations as a function of u for the conditions of the TE-
polarized MDR in partial wave 309, l50.6328 mm, a
5 29.940913 mm, N 5 1.333333, and (a) q 5 0.70 and (b)
q 5 0.99.
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If the imaginary part of the droplet’s refractive index at
ls is small, the interior source function is dominated by
the cusp and axial caustics of the various p wave families,
with most of the regions of large source function occurring
on or near the positive z axis near the critical source
position.27 Thus it is of interest to inquire whether the
p 5 1 scattering resonance/total internal reflection rain-
bow of Fig. 12(b) at u ’ 135° remains visible in
Itotal
ave (r, u, f ). But in expression (48), the fluorescence
intensity spectrum must be integrated over in order to in-
clude the effect of MDRs at angles where scattering is
otherwise weak. In addition, all the weakly radiating
sources throughout the droplet volume provides a large,
nearly isotropic background intensity. As a result, the
wave theory calculation shown in Fig. 2a of Ref. 37 indi-
cates that the p 5 1 structure is not visible in the scat-
tered intensity, and the experimental data shown in that
figure confirm it. The strong backscattering enhance-
ment predicted by reciprocity is the only identifiable fea-
ture seen experimentally. But this also is semiclassical
in origin, being the incoherent sum of all the glories, the
rainbow-enhanced glories, and the axial focusing de-
scribed in Sections 2 and 3.
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